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1. Introduction and study goals 
This study examines a new activity being practiced by the digital news media involving the sale of links and aimed at 
improving the web positioning of the sites that receive them. These links are embedded in articles that are written solely 
with this purpose in mind. In some instances, the content of the articles is actually provided by the buyer of the links. 
It is, therefore, a form of advertising which, as it is not clearly disclosed, can easily be confused with editorial content.

Such content can give rise to three types of problem:
- as it is produced with the sole purpose of serving as a link vector, its quality is of secondary importance and, moreover, 

it responds not to journalistic criteria but rather to those of advertising;
- as it is not clearly identified as sponsored content, it threatens to undermine professional ethics, which requires the 

unambiguous separation of this type of content from editorial content. 
- as it is presented in a non-transparent fashion, not only is the public unaware of such practices, but many studies (and 

experts) of the digital media are also unaware of it.

If, in the current digital information ecosystem, this is 
one of the engines of content creation, then experts un-
disputedly have an incomplete picture of this ecosystem 
if they are unfamiliar with this practice.

To understand the emergence of this activity, in this study we examine the SEO strategy that underpins it, based on what 
is known as ‘link building’. More specifically, the goals of this study can be stated as follows:
- To analyse and characterise a new line of activity in the digital news media centred on link buying/selling and to iden-

tify the actors involved.
- To classify the content published as a result of this activity and to examine its implications for off-page SEO strategies.
- To provide guidelines for the possible improvement of this activity by developing a set of best practices modelled on 

so-called native advertising.

In keeping with these objectives, we address the following research questions:
- What are the main characteristics of this new line of activity centred on link buying/selling in the digital news media 

and who are its main actors?
- What are the main characteristics of the content published as link vectors?
- Is it possible to develop a set of best practices for this activity based on native advertising in order to improve it?

1.1. Methodology 

The following two basic methodologies were employed 
in conducting this study:
- Systematic literature review (Hart, 2008; Booth; Pa-

paionnou; Sutton, 2012) of the articles listed in the bi-
bliography of this paper, based on a prior consultation 
of the Scopus, Web of Science, Lista and Communica-
tion Source databases. We also consulted the most 
authoritative professional sources in relation to SEO –including Search Engine Journal and Search Engine Land- and 
native advertising –including the Native Advertising Institute and the Nieman Reports-.

- Case study research (Yin, 2014) involving the identification, selection and classification of a set of 150 news items, 
published by three digital news media outlets and originating from link buying/selling.

The results of the systematic literature review are presented first followed by the case study findings. The former enable 
us to outline the main characteristics of off-page SEO strategies, which are the origin of this practice; the latter allow us 
to classify the products of this activity.

2. Off-page SEO 
It is worth recalling that Google was the first search engine to apply a technique based on hyperlink (i.e. the links be-
tween web pages) analysis to determine the relative importance of all pages on the World Wide Web.

For analyses of this type, the inventors of Google based their work on citation analysis in the academic world and its 
corresponding impact factor. In this way, they designed a metric –PageRank- that serves to express the results of such 
an analysis (Brin; Page, 2000).

Given its enormous efficacy, Google has had an enduring influence on the way in which search engines display their 
results pages, with all of them adopting the same basic idea (Kleinberg, 1998; Lewandowski, 2012; Giomelakis; Veglis, 
2015). The reason for its widespread adoption is that it provided the first genuinely efficient response to all the challen-
ges posed by Internet searches (Gonzalo-Penela; Codina; Rovira, 2015), although initially no firm in the search engine 
sector seemed to realise.

We are dealing with a form of advertising 
that, as it is not clearly disclosed, can ea-
sily be confused with editorial content

As it is not identified as sponsored con-
tent, it threatens to undermine profes-
sional ethics, which requires the unambi-
guous separation of this type of content 
from editorial content
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More specifically, the new idea developed by Google was the following: instead of calculating the relevance of each page 
exclusively in terms of its intrinsic characteristics –including, for example, the number of times the keyword appears-, it 
also took into account its extrinsic characteristics, most notably, the number and quality of links it receives (Harry, 2013).

What was the underpinning rationale? In broad terms, given two pages addressing the same theme, the more important 
of the two is considered to be the one that receives the greater number of backlinks from websites which, in turn, are 
highly linked (Brin; Page, 2000; Thelwall, 2004; Gonzalo-Penela, 2006).

Here, the key point is that part of a page’s PageRank can be transferred to other pages if they are linked to it. PageRank 
is also a measure of a page’s authority in the same sense that a journal’s impact factor is a measure of its authority.

In this way, the net effect of these links –indistinctly known as backlinks, inbound links or external links- is to transfer 
authority from the page that points to the linked page, improving its visibility in the search engines (Crowe, 2017; Gio-
melakis; Veglis, 2016).

Consequently, the number and quality of the links that 
link to a website are an indicator of its essential rele-
vance, as well as being one of the most influential po-
sitioning factors (Fishkin, 2016; García-Carretero et al., 
2016). It is not surprising, given these circumstances, 
that firms’ SEO managers seek to implement link building strategies (Gonzalo-Penela, 2006; Serrano-Cobos, 2015). This, 
in turn, has led to two major branches of SEO:
- On-page SEO: actions to optimize web page content.
- Off-page SEO: actions to obtain backlinks, that is link building.

Several link building procedures have been developed (Monterde, 2016; Publisuites, 2018), among which two stand out:
- Natural or editorial link building: this is based on a similar logic to that of the impact factor of academic articles, whe-

reby a high quality article is one that will be highly cited, thus establishing itself as an article of great authority. In the 
case of the web, this type of link building is achieved by creating high quality content.

- Strategic link building: this is a proactive practice that requires direct contact between the website manager and the 
author of another site to which a link is requested. If performed on a massive scale, Google, Bing, Yahoo, Yandex, etc. 
are able to identify patterns of unnatural links, and if so, penalize those web sites by pushing them down the search 
result rankings, or even excluding them from their indexes

The main goals, therefore, of off-page SEO professionals are (Cámaras-León, 2018; Rowe, 2018):
- to search for and obtain a large number of backlinks;
- to multiply the strength of backlinks by ensuring that the sites from which the links originate are in turn highly linked.

There exist various websites where it is possible to ob-
tain free backlinks. Primarily they can be obtained from 
web profiles, forums, social networks, blogs 2.0, com-
ments on websites/blogs, wikis, content aggregators, 
directories, newspapers, third-party websites, etc., and 
of course from other websites (Cooper, 2012).

From a technical point of view, but with far-reaching implications for the matter in hand, there are two types of backlink: 
dofollow links (also known as follow), and nofollow links (Dean, 2018).

Both types of link are identified by means of the corresponding labelling of the source code (not visible on the page). 
They can be explained as follows:
- dofollow links fulfil the original function of hyperlinks, that is, they link related themes. Due to their editorial nature, 

Google considers them a way of transferring authority to the linked website, and the amount of authority or of PageRank 
transferred depends on the quality or authority of the page that creates the link. Dofollow means that Google will follow 
the link and attribute PageRank to the page that receives it. In theory, dofollow links are limited to editorial links. Dofollow 
links do not have a brand. In other words, a standard link, without any additional brand, is a dofollow link.

- nofollow links, on the other hand, include a source code tag that tells searchers that this link cannot be used for Page-
Rank. It is a code that informs search engine robots not to follow the link (hence its name). Since they correspond to 
advertising links, the transmission of authority in this case is zero.

2.1. Anchor text

The links are made up not only of the corresponding 
URL, but also of a text known as the anchor text (Gonzá-
lez-Villa, 2017). This is the portion of the text that acti-
vates the link on the web page from which it originates. 

On-page SEO: actions to optimize web 
page content.
Off-page SEO: link building actions (to 
obtain backlinks)

Dofollow links link related themes. Given 
their editorial nature, they transfer au-
thority to the linked website

Nofollow links include a label that tells 
the search engines they cannot be used 
to transfer authority because they are 
advertisements
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For Google, the anchor text forms part of the content of the linked site, and it is used to determine whether that site is 
relevant for the keyword contained in the anchor text (Figure 1).

In short, we should stress the following: the authority of the site from which a link originates, the link’s anchor text and 
the context in which that link is included are the most important elements of link building.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the main concepts associated with links, as presented above.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a link using the source code. It can be seen that:
- the link’s destination, that is, the page that will open in the browser if the user clicks on it is https://es.unesco.org
- the anchor text is Unesco.

This is a dofollow link because it does not include any additional coding (see Figure 2). For this reason, this link transfers 
PageRank or authority to the Unesco page. If the page containing this link belongs to a leading digital newspaper, such 
as The New York Times, the authority transferred will be very high. Moreover, Google will understand that the Unesco 
keyword in the anchor text is part of the content of the destination page.

Figure 2 shows the structure of a nofollow link, since it incorporates the ‘rel’ attribute, with the nofollow value. Due to 
this attribute, the link does not transfer authority to the (fictitious) destination page Store. In this case, the authority of 
the page containing the link is of no significance. Moreover, because of this attribute, Google will not follow the link and 
will not transfer any value.

3. Hyperlink buying/selling sector 
Any human activity that can give rise to a supply and demand relationship will eventually generate a market. Here, news 
media websites have something (offer) that the SEO managers of other sites need (demand), namely, backlinks of great 
authority.

Hence, it was only a matter of time before SEO mana-
gers began to explore the possibility of buying links in 
the digital news media. To mediate in this relationship, a 
number of intermediaries have emerged to act as go-be-
tweens for the website managers that need backlinks 
and the online news media.

Given this change in the digital information ecosystem, one of the objectives of this study was to identify the leading 
firms operating in this sector. Although it is impossible to determine exactly how many companies are operating in Spain, 
based on our monitoring of professional forums, social networks and other sources regularly used by the sector’s pro-
fessionals, we believe that those shown in Tables 1 to 5 are, by far, the most important.

To outline the main characteristics of these intermediaries, we present their principal features in the following data files. 
All data are derived from their respective websites (Tables 1 to 5).

Figure 1. Source code of a dofollow type link 

Figure 2. Source code of a nofollow type link 

The authority of the site from which a 
link originates, the link’s anchor text and 
the context in which that link is included 
are the most important elements of link 
building
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Name PrensaRank

URL https://prensarank.com

Description Its website claims they have 3,660 customers, 408 newspapers from which they can obtain links, and (as of February 
2018) they had sold 30,024 articles to the news media.

Digital news media
On registration the user obtains a link purchase interface. We identify 305 newspapers, distributed geographically as 
follows: Andorra: 1 newspaper; Saudi Arabia: 1; Argentina: 9; Chile: 4; Spain: 236; USA: 2; Mexico: 45; Nicaragua: 1; Peru: 
1; Portugal: 1; United Kingdom: 2; Venezuela: 2.

Themes 

Current affairs; Love, weddings, relationships, and couples; Betting and casinos; Art, decoration and design; Film and tele-
vision; Cooking and gastronomy; Dating; Sports; Economics and politics; Education and culture; Company (advertising); 
Home, decoration and DIY; Humour and leisure; Computers and technology; Games and video consoles; Marketing and 
SEO; Pets and nature; Music and shows; Fashion and beauty; Cars; Women, babies, and children; Others; Religion, mysti-
cism and esotericism; Health; Estate agency services; Sex shops; Sexuality; Tarot; Travel, hotels and tourism.

Maximum price for link € 950

Table 1. PrensaRank

Table 2. Unancor

Name Unancor

URL https://www.unancor.com

Description Its website claims (as of February 2018) they have 6,000 customers and 500 newspapers from which they can obtain links.

Digital media 

On registration the user obtains a link purchase interface. We identify 431 newspapers, distributed geographically as 
follows: Germany: 53 newspapers; Argentina: 39; Canada: 1; Chile: 13; Colombia: 6; Costa Rica: 1; El Salvador: 1; Arab 
Emirates: 1; Spain: 213; USA: 18; France: 17; Italy: 1; Morocco: 1; Mexico: 44; Monaco: 1; Nicaragua: 1; Panama: 1; Peru: 
2; Uruguay: 3; Venezuela: 5

Themes 

All these newspapers are associated with one or more of the following topics: Art and culture; Health and sport; Econo-
mics and business; Education; Home, decoration and DIY; Cooking and recipes, gastronomy; Computers, technology, 
mobiles and apps; Marketing (offline and online); Nature (animals and plants); Cars and motorcycles; Cinema, TV and 
music; News and politics; Travel and tourism; Others; Fashion and beauty; Erotica; Love, relationships, couples; Services 
(locksmiths, home improvements, plumbers, etc.); Legal; Children; Tarot

Maximum price for link € 10,000

Table 3. Publisuites

Name Publisuites

URL https://www.publisuites.com/es

Description Its website claims they have 54,967 users and 478 newspapers from which they can obtain links. As of February 2018, 
they had sold 39,334 articles to the news media and blogs.

Digital media

On registration the user obtains a link purchase interface. We identify 478 newspapers, distributed geographically as 
follows: Argentina: 19 newspapers; Australia: 1; Bolivia: 1; Brazil: 4; Chile: 6; Colombia: 4; El Salvador: 1; Spain: 304; USA: 
3; France: 26; Honduras: 1; Italy: 70; Jersey: 1; Mexico: 14; Nicaragua: 1; New Zealand: 1; Panama: 1; Paraguay: 1; Peru: 6; 
Portugal: 3; United Kingdom: 1; Dominican Republic: 1; Senegal: 1; South Africa: 1; Venezuela: 6.

Themes 

All these newspapers are associated with one or more of the following topics: Betting, casinos and lotteries; Celebri-
ties; Cooking, recipes and gastronomy; Trivia; Sports; Economy; Education and training; Entrepreneurs and SMEs; Com-
puters and programming; Literature and culture; Music and radio; Marketing, SEO and social platforms; Miscellaneous; 
Fashion and accessories; Cars and motorcycles; Nature and ecology; News; Leisure and free time; Politics; Health; 
Technology; Mobile telephones and apps; Travel and tourism.

Maximum price for link € 1,943

Name RT Gopress

URL https://rtgopress.com

Description Its website claims it is the most economically competitive Seo MarketPlace, Social Media and Growth Hacking firm in 
the market. They do not indicate how many newspapers or customers they have.

Digital media On registration the user obtains a link purchase interface. We identify 155 newspapers distributed geographically as 
follows: Argentina: 3; Mexico: 26; Spain: 126. 

Themes All these newspapers are associated with one or more of the following topics: Current affairs; Stock market; Sports; 
Economics; Gastronomy; Marketing; Cars; Tourism; News; Technology; Health; Video games.

Maximum price for link The website operates a price filter, but it appears not to be operative. 

Table 4. RT Gopress
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4. Native advertising
The general absence of studies examining the link buying/selling sector in the digital news media and, hence, the deve-
lopment of any guidelines for its self-regulation, leads us here to consider the possibility of applying best practices in the 
so-called native advertising industry. 

The Native Advertising Institute defines native advertising as the use of paid ads that match the look, feel and function 
of the content of the platform in which they appear (Schauster; Ferrucci; Neill, 2016; Pollitt, 2018).

Native advertising consists of news items, reports and, 
in general, quality content, its effectiveness being ba-
sed on credibility. These characteristics can be used to 
provide quality content to publications (Sweetser et al., 
2016; Carlson, 2016). An essential point is that native 
advertising must present a branded message that allows 
readers to recognize not only the fact that it is sponso-
red content (Ferrer-Conill, 2016; Amazeen; Muddiman, 
2017; Amazeen; Wojdynski, 2018), but also the logical intent of the advertisement to persuade and sell (Mathiasen, 
2018).

As such, the idea is that the digital press should have a model for including sponsored content that allows it to be diffe-
rentiated from their editorial content, and which, moreover, ensures it can be integrated naturally in the publication, 
maintaining a level of quality similar to that of the platform that hosts it (Cramer, 2016; Li, 2017; Batsell, 2018).

5. Case study 
Having identified the key components and actors operating in the link buying/selling industry, we present our case study, 
which consists of a comparative analysis. We examined 150 news items that have been published as a direct result of 
the buying/selling of links. As such, we are dealing with content specially commissioned with the aim of including links 
to improve the website authority of the customers who purchase them.

To shed greater light on this procedure, we first explain how the whole process works. First, the customer contacts one 
of the link building firms described in the section above to purchase backlinks to its website from the digital news media. 
This news outlet then publishes content that includes links to the customer’s website. In so doing so the process is termi-
nated, following payment by the buyer at the price stipulated for receipt of backlinks. It should be stressed that what is 
purchased is the link or backlink and that the content is merely the vehicle in which it is included, which generally results 
in content unrelated to the newspapers normal editorial line.

To explore this market, we conducted an analysis whose object of study was three digital news media of medium to high 
importance.

Given the nature of this analysis, we do not explicitly identify the name of each news outlet, but rather describe them as 
accurately as possible using a series of data files (Tables 6 to 8). In these files we specifically incorporate the data provi-
ded by Alexa Rank, a ranking developed by Amazon, based on web traffic.

In addition, to lend greater credibility to the ranking of these three digital news media companies, we incorporate daily 
unique user data for each of the three websites. To do so, we used Site Worth Traffic, which measures website traffic pro-
viding unique and total user data, social network performance metrics, and a complete analysis of the site’s evolution.

To select the news stories from the three media com-
panies, we purchased three items from the Prensarank 
website (one item for each news media). Then, having 

Table 5. Dofollow

Name Dofollow.es

URL http://dofollow.es

Description
While offering a similar service to the above firms, it operates differently. Thus, they offer what they call the dofollow 
pack. The customer writes a press release including two links to its website (1 for a brand and the other a keyword) 
and they undertake to publish the press release in four digital newspapers.

Digital media Its website includes general, regional, and specialized newspapers of all types. They state that these media may vary 
depending on availability.

Themes Unknown.

Maximum price for link € 339 for its most complete package.

News media websites can offer backlinks 
of great authority

Native advertising must present a bran-
ded message that allows readers to re-
cognize not only the fact that it is spon-
sored content, but also the logical intent 
of the advertisement to persuade and sell
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examined these news stories, we were able to identify a 
search pattern for each item, and with this to create what 
is known as its ‘footprint’: that is, a type of advanced 
search (Google, 2018) that allows the highly precise selec-
tion of well-characterized web page types.

In this way we identified three footprints that allowed us 
to locate 50 news items purchased from each of the three 
media companies. Each of these footprints, in the form of 
an advanced search equation, is constructed as follows (using the site search operator):
- site: MC1(media company 1) + name of link buying/selling company.
- site: MC2(media company 2) + the word “remitido” (or “press release”).
- site: MC3(media company 3) + name of a news item contributor.

Having obtained the 150 news items (50 for each media company) by applying the respective equations, we were then 
able to isolate the following elements by responding to the six questions below, based on recommendations made by 
the Native Advertising Institute and the Nieman Reports:
- Is the news item specifically identified as sponsored content?
- Is the story reported newsworthy, that is, is the item directly linked to a breaking news story or current affairs?
- How many hyperlinks are included in each news item?
- Are the hyperlinks coherent with the content of the news item?
- Do the hyperlinks point to an authoritative website providing users with complementary quality information?
- What themes are the commissioned news items included in?

6. Results
Below, we first present our main findings. Next, we re-
view our research objectives and questions in order to 
present our conclusions, and we finish with proposals 
for the development of new lines of research.

6.1. Main findings 

From our study of the 150 news items commissioned in the three digital news media companies, the following results 
can be highlighted:
- News originating from the purchasing of a link is not clearly identified as sponsored content or advertising.
- The content does not describe or narrate a breaking news story or current affairs, that is, it is not a typical news story, 

but rather the content is timeless, generally involving recommendations and advice.
- The need to include the literal anchor text (the text that activates the link) as commissioned by the customer leads to 

errors of grammar and syntax in the writing of the content. The reason for this is that the authors opt to respect the 
keyword or phrase commissioned by the customer even if it does not fit with the syntax or phrase in which it is embe-
dded.

- When a news item contains more than one link, the need to maintain two or more links in the same item for sites of 
distinct natures results in a lack of coherence between the links and the content of the news story.

Tables 9 to 11 show the results for each of the three digital news media companies in greater detail.

A number of intermediaries have emer-
ged to act as go-betweens for the websi-
te managers that need backlinks and the 
online news media

Table 6. Digital news media company 1

Media company 1 (MC1)

Media type Generalist

Country Spain

Alexa ranking Ranked 252nd in Spain (June 2018)

Daily unique users 69,782

Table 7. Digital news media company 2

Media company 2 (MC2)

Media type Generalist

Country Spain

Alexa ranking Ranked 702nd in Spain (June 2018) 

Daily unique users 20,864

Table 8. Digital news media company 3

Media company 3 (MC3)

Media type Generalist 

Country Spain

Alexa ranking Ranked 4,763rd in Spain (June 2018) 

Daily unique users 5,979
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Are news items identified as sponsored 
content? 

Identification somewhat ambiguous. Items are identified as a Communicado (or news release). 
The headline is displayed in the following format: “News release: title of the story”.

Is the content newsworthy? No. It is timeless involving recommendations and offering tips.

How many hyperlinks are included in each 
item?

Of the 50 items analysed:
1 item includes one hyperlink
8 items include two hyperlinks
4 items include three hyperlinks
37 items include four hyperlinks

Are the hyperlinks coherent with the 
content?

No. Most are shoehorned into the item; others use a syntactically incorrect generic anchor text. 
In some of the items with more than one hyperlink, there is no thematic link between them.

Do the hyperlinks point to an authoritative 
website providing users with complemen-
tary quality information?

No. In general, hyperlinks point to websites that are not authoritative and, therefore, do not 
provide noticeable added value for the user-reader.

What themes are the commissioned news 
items included under?

The main themes are business, the home, beauty, tourism, productivity, cars, weddings, fas-
hion, health, and decoration. 

Table 9. Results for MC 1

Table 10. Results for MC2

Are news items identified as sponsored 
content?

Ambiguous. Items are identified with a tag that reads Remitido (or news/press release) followed 
by the headline.

Is the content newsworthy? No. It is timeless involving recommendations and offering tips.

How many hyperlinks are included in each 
item?

Of the 50 items analysed:
10 items include one hyperlink
13 items include two hyperlinks
6 items include three hyperlinks
21 items include four hyperlinks

Are the hyperlinks coherent with the 
content?

No. Most are shoehorned into the item; others use a syntactically incorrect generic anchor text. 
In some of the items with more than one hyperlink, there is no thematic link between them.

Do the hyperlinks point to an authoritative 
website providing users with complemen-
tary quality information?

No. In general, hyperlinks point to websites that are not authoritative and, therefore, do not 
provide noticeable added value for the user-reader.

What themes are the commissioned news 
items included under?

The main themes are work, recipes and gastronomy, business, cars, healthy living, gadgets, 
cooking, fashion trends and styles, and fortunes and tarot.

Table 11. Results for MC3

Are news items identified as sponsored 
content? No. Items are presented as another news story, that is, as editorial content.

Is the content newsworthy? No. It tends to be timeless involving recommendations and offering tips.

How many hyperlinks are included in each 
item?

Of the 50 items analysed:
17 items include one hyperlink
11 items include two hyperlinks
2 items include three hyperlinks
20 items include four hyperlinks

Are the hyperlinks coherent with the 
content?

No. Most are shoehorned into the item; others use a syntactically incorrect generic anchor text. 
In some of the items with more than one hyperlink, there is no thematic link between them

Do the hyperlinks point to an authoritative 
website providing users with complemen-
tary quality information?

No. In general, hyperlinks point to websites that are not authoritative and, therefore, do not 
provide noticeable added value for the user-reader.

What themes are the commissioned news 
items included under?

The main themes are business, virtual spaces, tourism, music, health, cars, investments, holi-
days, problem pages, and travel.
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7. Discussion and conclusions
7.1. Discussion 

Link building strategies and link buying can greatly benefit both SEO companies in their bid to provide their clients’ 
websites with greater authority, as well as news media companies as they seek to grow their revenue. However, without 
adequate regulation, users stand to suffer, being presented with poor quality content and information that do not res-
pond to criteria of journalistic or editorial feeds, but rather to those of advertising.

Specifically, we have seen that in two of the three Spanish news media companies analysed some attempt is made to 
signal a divide between sponsored and editorial content, but such attempts are ultimately ambiguous.

Instead of identifying the content with an unmistakable 
tag indicating sponsorship or advertising, other labels 
are employed, such as comunicado (news release) or re-
mitido (news/press release). This is better than nothing, 
but it remains nevertheless ambiguous. Comunicado or 
remitido are usual journalistic terms for referring to press releases that serve as the basis for perfectly valid editorial 
content, which is why these tags must be considered inadequate, albeit that they do represent some attempt on the part 
of the publication to indicate their actual content.

In contrast, one of the news media companies does not seek to make any distinction in content, which is a more serious 
matter.

In all three cases, readers may well think they are reading editorial content and, therefore, believe that the linked sites 
have been selected for their quality when in fact what they are reading is advertising or sponsored content.

Moreover, as their origin is not strictly editorial, the content tends to be largely superficial and to have little or no rela-
tionship with the linked sites.

These two closely related factors have a somewhat negative impact on the quality of the content of the news media 
companies. However, it is apparent that if we adhere to the Native Advertising model, the interests of all parties can be 
reconciled: Advertisers can obtain authoritative links, the content can be genuinely interesting – while at the same time 
being clearly identified as sponsorship – and the media can have a new model of sustainability.

7.2. Conclusions

To present the conclusions, we first go back to the study’s initial objectives to consider how far they have been fulfilled. 
Then we do the same with the research questions.

Objectives 

Objective 1. To analyse and characterise a new line of activity in the digital news media centred on link buying/selling 
and to identify the actors involved.

We have shown that a new model of economic activity has emerged based on link buying/selling and that this activity 
is becoming increasingly more commonplace, as demonstrated by our close monitoring of the sector over the last two 
years. As a result, the number of news media companies now included on the websites studied here (Prensarank, Unan-
cor, Publisuite and RT Gopress) has experienced constant growth.

We have shown that this line of activity adds value to each party involved –the digital news media, the customers that 
buy links and the firms that act as intermediaries in the sales transaction- as it seeks to fulfil three main objectives: 
- Providing a new revenue stream, albeit that for the time being it remains a fairly marginal stream for news media 

companies.
- Obtaining greater website authority and improving the visibility of the websites that buy backlinks.
- Generating revenue in the form of commissions to the intermediary firms dealing in hyperlinks. 

Objective 2. To classify the content published as a result of this activity and its implications for off-page SEO strategies.

We have shown that the sector does not operate a system of self-regulation, since each of the three news media com-
panies analysed applies different criteria. Furthermore, contrary to native advertising, the sponsored content does not 
conform to the look, feel and function of the content of the platform on which they appear.

Different degrees of ethical awareness can also be identified, since news media companies 1 and 2 at least go some way 
to specifically identifying this content (by labelling items as comunicados or remitidos), while company 3 avoids drawing 
any distinction between editorial and sponsored content.

Google has had a major influence on 
the way in which search engines display 
their results pages
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Objective 3. To provide guidelines for the possible improvement of this activity by developing a set of best practices 
modelled on so-called native advertising.

Based on native advertising regulations, an initial proposal of best practices for the writing of news items for link selling 
should consider the following guidelines:
- There should be a clear indication that the news story published is sponsored content or advertising – the distinction 

being that the latter is provided by the advertiser, the former by the news media company itself.
- The news item should match the look, feel and function of the content of the platform on which it appears.
- The information included in the commissioned news item should be newsworthy or, at least, useful for the reader, and 

should be based on current news stories. The news story ought to be written with the user in mind and should not 
be motivated solely by the hyperlink that has been purchased. Its features should serve not only the needs of the link 
buyers but also those of the readers.

- More than one link can be included in a news story provided there is a thematic connection between them that does 
not affect the story’s overall coherence. 

- The hyperlinks and their anchor texts must be orthographically and syntactically coherent with the text of the news 
item.

- As a rule, if the hyperlinks do not lead to an authoritative website that provides useful, complementary information to 
readers, then this link should not be added to editorial content. Instead, these links should be published in a section 
dedicated exclusively to sponsored content or advertising and separated from the newspapers’ usual sections.

Research questions

Next, we return to the research questions posed at the outset to examine the responses obtained from the case study 
reported above.

Question 1. What are the main characteristics of this new line of activity centred on link buying/selling in the digital 
news media and who are its main actors? 

We have shown that it is possible to both clearly identify and determine the characteristics of this line of activity in the 
news media centred on the acquisition of links and content that act as vectors for these links and content.

It is a business model in which the three main actors, i.e. the digital news media, their customers, and link buying in-
termediaries, all benefit. The news media and the intermediaries obtain an economic return, while the clients obtain 
greater web site authority and visibility. The loser in the activity is, however, journalistic quality and, with it, the readers 
of the news media.

Question 2. What are the main characteristics of the content published as link vectors?

The analysis shows that the news items identified in this case study present the following characteristics:
- They do not carry clear labels identifying their content as advertising or sponsored.
- They are timeless, focusing primarily on providing advice and basic recommendations on a huge variety of topics ran-

ging from tourism, cooking, and cars, to investments, beauty, and technology, and many others.
- They can include up to four backlinks. These links are often shoehorned into the content, not only because they are 

poorly constructed in terms of their semantics but also because they link to websites that do not provide complemen-
tary quality information for their readers.

Question 3. Is it possible to develop a set of best practices for this activity based on native advertising in order to 
improve sector practices?

Here, we have taken the concept of native advertising as our reference because it can be considered to provide interes-
ting precedents and, as such, to be a model for future regulations governing paid links in the digital press.

Broadly speaking, the news items in our sample point clearly to the need to develop a set of best practices, preferably so 
that the media companies can self-regulate themselves, rather than depend on an external regulator.

Digital news media readers deserve the highest degree of quality and transparency, characteristics that ultimately bene-
fit the news media themselves, especially if we consider the acute crisis they are currently experiencing. It is important 
that the media generate additional revenue streams, which is why this line of business should be understood as being 
both necessary and timely.

However, the sector’s legitimacy calls for a highly transparent and stringent system of self-regulation and, here, we have 
identified some of the essential elements that need to be taken into consideration in developing such a system. The 
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key idea in the process is that the transfer of authority 
effected by link buying/selling should not negatively im-
pact the content quality or the reading experience of the 
news media that participate in this business model. Ad-
ditionally, maximum transparency must be guaranteed 
at all times.

8. Future research
More ethical studies need to be undertaken within the digital news media to determine best practices for the selling of 
commissioned news items and hyperlinks. In this way it should be possible to reconcile the sector’s legitimate interest 
for sponsorship or advertising revenue with the interests of their users who consume news and with their right to recei-
ve quality content which, even if sponsored, should be in line with the general orientation of the news outlet.

Within the field of SEO, analyses could be undertaken of the actual impact of links of this type in terms of improving 
the ranking of the websites that receive them. To do this, analytical frameworks need to be designed and employed in 
conjunction with such SEO tools as Sistrix, SEMrush, Ahrefs, or Majestic, among others.
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